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Introduction

Purpose of research project: localisation of
sociocultural factors in pathological gambling
Purpose of presentation: facilitate a common
discussion of points raised in the presentation
Main argument: social fabric of gamling places are
critical for an understanding of gambling motives
Claim: deep contradiction in gamblers experience
of aversion to and attraction to gambling places
Multisited fieldwork
What makes gambling places so popular?



Social and physical context of D.’s
gambling place

In a kiosk
Ten machines
Betting shop café
Situated in shopping mall in a social 
housing cooperation



Context of informant D.

Female, age 30
On sick leave
Single mother
Financially ruined by gambling
Lost time by gambling
Grassroot activist in neighbourhood



Informant categories in D.’s story 
about her gambling

I didn’t need to relate to the person next to me.
I got caught by it.
You see most people gamble because they have had a win. 
The change is just five copper coins, nothing else.
It takes oceans of time to gamble – that time is taken from family 
life 
It’s cosy.
You get your small problems solved.
Some say: hello, nice to see you.
There are no meeting places out here - a place is missing. 
I could just sit and glare, talk superficial.
The more noise the better. 
I had fallen in love with a machine with a green leaping rotten frog.
Stipulated money.
Gambling gave me peace.



How social anthropology may
inform this inquiry

The gambling place as a public home
or a social centre
Person-machine interaction
The social meaning of money
Matter out of place



A major contradiction in D.’s story

Attraction to the social life of the
gambling place
Aversion to the easy acces of a place
that ruins ones finances and takes
time away from family



Perspectives for prevention of
problem gambling

May problems be located in the
gambling place?
May solutions to problemgambling be
generated from the gambling place?
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